Ada Maislen Chosen President Of Stu. C. in Campus Election

Ada Gives New Gleam to Fame Of East House

by Jane Butter

Dr. Franklin Frasier, profes-
sor of political science at
Howard University, will make
his third visit to Connecti-
cut college on March 11 and
12 under the auspices of the sociol-
ogy and social anthropology de-
partment.

In a series of three informal
lectures Dr. Frasier will address
students on "The Concept of
Geography" on Monday, March 11,
and 3:25 in Bill hall on the in-
struction in the Field of Race Re-
lations in Sociology on Monday,
March 11, and 7:30 in Faculty lounge.

The second benefit meal will be
served at 6 p.m. in the Palmer li-
tery, to benefit European children.

Dr. Maislen sister of Lens
Maislen, said in a recent inter-
view that she had seen a film
about the activities of the Drive.

"You read about the Drive in
newspaper's and magazines," she
explained, "but when you see
what it means in actual prac-
tice and how important it is.

Pray to benefit? Of course I
believe in the Drive. I even
paid for my own books.

"I hope all students will do
their best to help. It's not
right to let others do all the
work. Everyone should help in
some way."

The second benefit meal will be
served at 6 p.m. in the Palmer li-
tery, to benefit European children.

The necessity for financial aid
to England arises out of her great
inability to export merchandise.

In each house, there is a repre-
sentative of the drive who is in-
cluded in the information offices.

"I'm happy to know that we
are doing our part," she said.

"It's important that we all
contribute, even if it's just a little.

"I hope we can raise a lot of
money for the Drive."

In the faculty lounge in Fanning
hall on March 19, 82.9% of the
student body took part in the
inaguration.

Inauguration of Sue Studner was
elected president of S.F.A.

Sue Vedder will be the new
head of Religious coun-
ting for the post June 47 era are in-
adequate. But she thinks she'd like
to do personnel work.

She has been deemed her so capable of
leading personnel and that she can keep careful guard over his
brother who is a dental student
in the United Kingdom.

She has attended Weaver High and
York academy. All classes have
been granted 1:30 permission on
Friday, and freshmen have been granted 12:30
at 5:15.
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Free Speech

To the Editor:

Long before our mid-year exams which are now three weeks gone, we voted in Admiral to be our next senator. Even since the beginning of this dictatorship, there have been individuals and groups who have proscribed its existence, as well as the right of anyone to participate in any action. Unfortunately, this opposition had not the strength on campus, if we had the power to top the world's grip in Spain. The opposition was. Unfortunately, this opposition lacked sufficient power.

The best indication of this is the fact that the opposition's efforts included no members who for one reason or another were sympathetic to the cause and have resisted all efforts to eliminate Franco.

Kraft, France's admirable actions gave renewed hope for the overthrow of one of the remaining champions of Fascism. Here is the case of one as a result of the successes of the Spanish Republican leaders who had been active in the French Resistance movement. France closed the Pyrenees border and balanced economic exchange between the two countries...America's response to Franco's action has been termed a "middle of the road" policy. It would be a much larger and more controversial in the eyes of the American public than anything the previous Republican proposal as issued by the Union for Democratic Action, rapidly about campus and the part of such organizations as the American Labor Party....

It is the hope of all freedom-loving people that this will not happen. It is the hope of all freedom-loving people that this will not happen...I don't think it is any advantage to either the classes, it divides the freshmen and sophomores from their rightful classes and the attendant activities.
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President's Chapel Uses Drake Prayer As Timely Subject

President Katherine Blunt told her chapel audience on Monday morning that the prayers of the late President Drake, as shown in the films and books, has a message for those of us who live in the world of the 1940s. The occasion was the first of the inter-faith month, in which the church has been represented by Fath-
ery

Miss Watson, this year's president of Student Government, is a pupil of Mrs. Eleanor Cranz.

President's Chapel

Wednesday, March 6, 1946
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Freshmen and Seniors Launched For Compet. Play Productions

by Roberta Macleay

Friday night's production of The Trojan Women as being a tragic pageant rather than a drama which has been recently challenged, but is in a class all its own. The production never have established if it can be argued that tragedy is truth. It may be that the pagan world believed that the structure of the play as much as has been thought, but it is, at least, not less important in comparison to the other elements in the play. For this reason The Trojan Women is an exceptional play good from which to draw single scene, and certainly the senior class showed a wise discrimination in making it their choice for the Competitive Play. Dream or two for this is the reason why Greek drama needs not be Greek music and Byzantine chant played by Doris Lane '47 as understudy; Torvald Helmer, the dominant role, will be played by Robert C. Bailey. The feminine lead, Nora Helmer, will be played by Joan Jacobson '46, Margaret Joan Arthur will play the chorus; especially its present building. The chorus will last through the campus this week as students rush to skim the big write-up of the senior class gift will be shown and member's. All juniors found and guess the names of the committee members. All juniors are asked to wear black and afternoon dresses to the banquet.

History of C. C. is in Sunday Tribune

by Nellie Hassan

The Sunday Herald Tribune was the earliest mass newspaper to compe this week as students have been shown pages of Connecticut college newspapers, on its pages a story how the campus was ever beene channelled into the weekly. The first story in the series was the one about the first senior piano recital sent the first senior piano recital performed at C. C. Publicity association meeting and was greatly encouraged by the response. After talking with Mrs. Floyd, publicity director, and the faculty, and the faculty, and the faculty, the president decided to write up the college it's special emphasis being the program. The Tribune article prints Mrs. Platt's plans as an understudy. The story of the ground work and the history of the college and some of its traditions are included.
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family needs are important factor when planning home

by Miss Mildred Burdett

Most of you are on the eve of establishing homes of your own. The problem of finding that castle in the air which you have dreamed for a long time. If you have studied housing reports or have even planned at the daily papers, your first impulse may be to hitch your covered wagon to a star and set out for the great open spaces on the moon. Over sober second thought you will probably keep your feet on the ground, for here the prospects, however dark, are brighter than those on other planets.

It may be expedient to accept whatever shelter is available, although this house may have no resemblance to the one which you anticipated entering as a bride. The experience of managing your household under less desirable circumstances may prove to be exceedingly fruitful in planning for your permanent home. During this interim, plans may be made more intelligently for the future ownership or rental of that dwelling which will be a real satisfaction to you and your family.

Practical Planning

Be mindful that the functional aspects of your home are frequently more important than the aesthetic. This criticism may hold true also when a style is decided upon, for the arrangement of the women of the stage, and in the authenticity of the entire production. The scenery here was originating was truly worthy of the class, and few would dispute the judges' award of first place.

The performance showed a polish that can be difficult to achieve in any class but is particularly un usual for Freshmen. Their choice of a play was a happy one, for they selected one that can be cut for the stage. As a man she was un convincing—we were always aware that a girl was speaking—but in a girlish production the lack of men for the male parts should just be accepted. Muriel Pipps as Emily was very easy, and you hung her voice and face isolated expression (pale for the inferic is) aspect of the play. It would be nice to see her in some future play in an appropriate role.

Special mention should go to Victoria Smith for her portrayal of Mr. Gibbs. Her patient voice and manner were excellent. The rest of the dead people were very good, especially in the conversations about the weather, although some of the New England accents were more in the nature of a Southern drawl.

In this play also the stage management and direction were notably good, and the lighting contributed much to the atmosphere. The mourners were very well done, and the realistic touch of water on their umbrellas was delightfully. The fresher's first performance augurs well for Connecticut's dramatics during the next few years.

We Have That Personality

Hat bernards

553 State Street

WINDMILL INN

Across the Bridge — Groton

Tel. 24959

Famous for Sea Food

• Steaks
• Chop
• Chicken

He'll respond to a call from you

JUDY BOND BLOUGHS ARE SOLD

AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE

Two haystacks: "MIRACOULOUS THRILLS." Wculd Judy Bond, Inc., Dept. A, 1375 2nd Ave., N.Y., N.Y., 18

The Union Bank & Trust Co. of New London, Conn. Trust and Commercial Dept.
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Hughie Devlin's
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TERRIFIC TALANTIZE

Dry perfumes makes your favorite Roger & Gallet fragrance go further. Its tantalizing scent is released gradually, when patted directly on warm skin. A dash in the hem of your dance dress fills the air with added perfume. Caused inside your blouse, the effect is really terrific! Use it regularly—it always—just like liquid perfume.
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Caught on Campus

Turn about is fair play, and it is now time for us to write up the engagement of the girl who has written up the engagements of so many others. The lovely lady is Miss Barbara Morris '46, who has been engaged by Lt. John Jensen, a Yale graduate of the Annapolis class of 1945. From here on out, the plans for the couple take on the pink haze of a fairy story. They immediately rescheduled that Sunday week in September and will go to Bermuda on their honeymoon. In November, Jack and Barbara are migrating to Hawaii where Lt. Taylor will be stationed at Pearl Harbor. Mibby is going to take up residence in a white house on Waikiki beach from which she will commute to the University of Hawaii. It doesn't sound bad, Mibby, and we're just as soon busy that dream too. From the New London staff, we wish you unmitted abrasive, a start of luck and happiness to you both.

* * * * *

Dr. Minter also returned this weekend with a diamond. Her fiancé, carpenter, and her fiancé Jack McCann, who is also a graduate of the Coast Guard academy in 1944. The couple hope to be married sometime during the summer. Dick has served in the Pacific and is now stationed on a cutter operating out of Norfolk. Lee and Dick met through Lee's roommate, Miss Carpenter, and her fiancé Jack McCann, who is also a graduate of the Coast Guard academy.

* * * * *

A group of five seniors were sitting in a room in Fenwick and conversing one day when their tete-a-tete was interrupted by the rather breathless appearance of an unfamiliar individual. The apparition breathed hard for a moment and then walked the entire room if she had any chance written a private letter to her fiancé. The request being rather an odd one, a further explanation was requested. The apparition expounded as follows, "A friend of mine from Radcliffe just called me. She is getting married on Saturday and she needs a dress for the reference room of the library. Lieut. Oliver Jensen, USN, will commute to the University from which she was refused admission to the University of Hawaii. It doesn't sound bad, Mibby, and we're just as soon busy that dream too. From the New London staff, we wish you unmitted abrasive, a start of luck and happiness to you both.
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* * * * *

A group of five seniors were sitting in a room in Fenwick and conversing one day when their tete-a-tete was interrupted by the rather breathless appearance of an unfamiliar individual. The apparition breathed hard for a moment and then walked the entire room if she had any chance written a private letter to her fiancé. The request being rather an odd one, a further explanation was requested. The apparition expounded as follows, "A friend of mine from Radcliffe just called me. She is getting married on Saturday and she needs a dress for the reference room of the library. Lieut. Oliver Jensen, USN, will commute to the University from which she was refused admission to the University of Hawaii. It doesn't sound bad, Mibby, and we're just as soon busy that dream too. From the New London staff, we wish you unmitted abrasive, a start of luck and happiness to you both.